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Parallel structure: A source of facilitation
in sentence comprehension
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Reading time for the second clause of a conjoined sentence was found to be faster when the
clause was structurally similar to the first clause than when the clausal structures differed. This
"parallel structure" effect was found for each of several types of structures, including active ver
sus passive constructions, direct object versus sentential complement (minimal vs. nonminimal
attachment), nonshifted versus shifted heavy noun phrase, agent versus theme, and animate versus
inanimate noun phrase. The pervasiveness ofthe effect ruled out some hypotheses about its basis,
including the hypothesis that it would occur only when a subject's just having processed a struct
ture would affect how temporary ambiguities are resolved. Detailed analysis of the data suggested
the existence of several distinct sources of the effect and provided indirect evidence that people
typically compute both a surface structure and an S-structure representation of a sentence.

(la)

Readers and listeners strongly prefer coordinated ele
ments of sentences to beparallel in structure. The interpre
tations assigned to sentences such as (1) and (2) indicate
that this preference does not amount simply to an aesthetic
judgment or stylistic convention. The ambiguous sentence

(1) Joshua hit the girl with a book and the boy with a bat

is easily parsed as a pair of conjoined sentences, in which
the prepositional phrases modify the verb phrases, as in
dicated in (1a), or as a clause including an object consist
ing of conjoined noun phrases with prepositional phrase
modifiers, as in (lb). However, as we trust will be clear
to the reader, there seems to belittle temptation to inter
pret this sentence as in (1c), in which the internal struc
tures of the conjoined categories differ.
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Joshua hit the girl with the book and 0 the boy with a bat
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Joshua hit the girl with a book and the boy with a bat

Exactly the same point may be illustrated by the in
terpretations assigned to the conjoined clauses in

(2) Joshua hit the girl with a book and Sammy hit the boy with a bat,

in which the parallel structures in (2a) and (2b) seem far
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Joshua hit the girl with a book and Sammy hit the boy with a bat.
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Joshua hit the girl with a book and Sarmny hit the boy with a bat.

more likely to be computed than the nonparallel struc
tures in (2c) and (2d).

Joshua hit the girl with a book and Sammy hit the boy with a bat.
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Joshua hit the girl with a book and Sammy hit the boy with a bat.

These observations suggest that the preference for parallel
structures influences the actual parsing of sentences and
is not simply an aesthetic judgment about the elegance
of various sentence forms.

The observation that parallel coordinate structures are
preferred to nonparallel ones is not novel, but it has
received surprisingly little attention in the psycholinguistic
literature. Perceptual set studies (Mehler & Carey, 1968;
D. Wilkenfield, personal communication, 1982) have
shown that syntactic or prosodic structure assigned to a
series of sentences may influence the analysis of a subse
quent ambiguous sentence, and studies of the assignment
of pronouns to antecedents (Sheldon, 1974; Solan, 1983)
have indicated a preference for maintaining various types
of parallelism in sentence interpretation. However, it is
not known what aspects of the mental representation of
sentences contribute to parallelism of structure or how
parallelism of structure alters the processing of sentences.

The research to be reported here measures the time
taken to read the second of two segments that are or are
not parallel in various ways. We assume that faster reading
time for the second of two parallel conjoined segments
than for the second of two nonparallel segments indicates
an influence-facilitatory or inhibitory, or both-of pro
cessing the first segment on the processing of the second.
We will refer to this influence as the "parallel structure
effect," or the "parallelism effect." Several possible
mechanisms for the parallelism effect can be suggested.
The most limited mechanism apparent to us claims that
parallelism operates only in cases of temporary ambi
guity (as was illustrated by our example sentences), and
results from the strategy of choosing between two equal
ly applicable rules at a point of temporary ambiguity by
repeating a recently successful choice. A more inclusive
mechanism, which still appeals to changes in the opera
tions of creating structural representations of sentences,
is that parsing routines that have just been executed are
speeded in their use. A still more inclusive mechanism
suggests that parallelism can have its immediate effects
at stages of sentence comprehension in addition to stages
involved in creating structural representations of the sen
tences. Parallelism of structure might increase the effec
tive redundancy of syntactic information contained in the
second element of a parallel structure. If this reduces the
memory load imposed by the second element, thus free
ing processing resources, then all stages of sentence com
prehension could be speeded.

Whatever the details of the phenomenon and the
mechanisms responsible for it, there appears to be a
preference for parallel structures in human sentence com
prehension. The pervasiveness of this preference suggests
that it may reflect some basic aspects of the human com
prehension system and that understanding its nature may
reveal fundamental aspects of sentence comprehension and
perhaps of human cognition in general. However, it may
be that the preference for parallel structures is not com
pletely pervasive, but holds only at some, not all, levels
of grammatical representation. If so, the investigation of



parallel structures might provide a useful technique for
determining what levels of linguistic representation are
constructed during comprehension and, perhaps, for iden
tifying the time course of their construction.

In the present study, we tested five types of conjoined
clauses to investigate a variety of possible sources of the
parallelism effect. One possibility is that the only effect
of structural parallelism is to alter the outcome of pars
ing decisions made at choice points (points of temporary
ambiguity) in sentence parsing. To test this possibility,
we contrasted unambiguous sentences (the active vs. pas
sive sentences, designated "1" in Table 1) with sentences
that are temporarily ambiguous [the sentences with direct
objects vs. sentential complements ("2" in Table 1),
which we will refer to as "minimal attachment" vs. "non
minimal attachment"]. These latter minimal and non
minimal attachment sentences are temporarily ambiguous,
in that the noun phrase following the verb, "all Tom's
stories, " can receive a simple direct object interpretation
or an interpretation as the subject of a complement sen
tence. The former interpretation is correct for the minimal
attachment sentences, for example, (2a) in Table 1, and
the latter for the nonminimal attachment sentences, for
example, (2b) in Table 1. Readers have an initial prefer
ence for the former interpretation (Frazier, 1979; Frazier
& Rayner, 1982), because they avoid postulating poten
tially unnecessary structure, and the nonminimal attach
ment sentences have an extra S constituent in the matrix
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verb phrase. If parallelism of structure affects only the
decisions made at points of temporary ambiguity, then ef
fects of parallel structure should be seen only in the case
of the minimal attachment and nonminimal attachment
sentences. In Table 1, the second conjuncts of (2a) and
(2b) should be read more quickly than the second con
juncts of (2c) and (2d). For instance, having just settled
on the nonminimal attachment interpretation for the first
conjunct of (2b), a reader should be biased toward the
nonminimal attachment interpretation of its second seg
ment, and thus should read it more quickly than the sec
ond segment of (2c). No difference would be expected
for the active versus passive sentences in Table 1, since
these sentences have no relevant points of temporary am
biguity. Another possibility is that a parsing operation
takes less time to perform if it has just been performed.
Yet another is that parallelism in the ultimately correct
structure of a sentence directly contributes to creating and
interpreting the structural representation of a sentence. In
either case, parallel structures should be easier to process
than nonparallel structures, whether or not there is any
ambiguity in the analysis of the sentence. Reading time for
the second clause of the parallel sentences should be
speeded, relative to the nonparallel sentences, for both
the active/passive and the minimal/nonminimal attachment
constructions.

The third structure tested used the "stylistic" rule of
heavy noun phrase (heavy NP) shift, as illustrated in

Segment I

Table 1
Example Sentences

Segment 2

2a. Jim believed all Tom's stories
2b. Jim believed all Tom's stories were literally true
2c. Jim Believed all Tom's stories
2d. Jim believed all Tom's stories were literally true

la. The tall gangster hit John
lb. John was hit by the tall gangster
Ic. The tall gangster hit John
Id. John was hit by the tall gangster

Active/Passive

and the short thug hit Sam.
and Sam was hit by the short thug.
and Sam was hit by the short thug.
and the short thug hit Sam.

Minimal Attachment/Nonminimal Attachment

and Sue believed Jim's stories.
and Sue believed Jim's stories were fictitious.
and Sue believed Jim's stories were fictitious.
and Sue believed Jim's stories.

4a. Jack rolled down the hill
4b. The rock rolled down the hill
4c. Jack rolled down the hill
4d. The rock rolled down the hill

Nonshifted/Shifted Heavy NP
3a. Mary wrote a long note about her predicament to her mother. and Sue wired a telegram requesting more money to her father.
3b. Mary wrote to her mother a long note about her predicament. and Sue wired to her father a telegram requesting money.
3c. Mary wrote a long note about her predicament to her mother. and Sue wired to her father a telegram requesting money.
3d. Mary wrote to her mother a long note about her predicament. and Sue wired a telegram requesting more money to her father.

Agent/Theme
and George did too.
and the bucket did too.
and the bucket did too.
and George did too.

Animate/Inanimate

5a. John telephoned the doctor and his friend telephoned the lawyer.
5b. John telephoned the library and his friend telephoned the museum.
5c. John telephoned the doctor and his friend telephoned the museum.
5d. John telephoned the library and his friend telephoned the lawyer.

Note- Within each sentence category, the first two example sentences exhibit parallel constructions, whereas the last two exhibit nonparallel
constructions. The first segment alternates between the "less-marked"and the more-marked" forms, whereas the second segment exhibits the
"less-marked"form in the first and founh examples and the more-marked" form in the second and third.
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Table 1, sentences (3a)-(3d), to test yet another possibil
ity concerning where and how parallelism operates.
Heavy NP shift is a rule that moves certain long and com
plex noun phrases to a clause-final position, where they
will not disrupt the processing of the clause. In a gram
mar of the structure proposed by Chomsky and Lasnik
(1977), such stylistic rules apply to objects called S
structures, which are the products of the phrase structure
rules of the base plus the remaining few movement, ad
junction, and substitution transformations. The stylistic
rules, together with phonological rules and rules block
ing unpermitted structures, produce surface structures;
semantic rules, including rules of construal, apply to S
structures to create logical form. The sentences in (3) all
have the same S-structure, although their surface struc
tures differ. The grammatical model upon which the dis
tinction between S-structure and surface structure is based
suggests that perceivers must recover an S-structure
representation of a sentence in order to interpret it, but
they may not have to recover the more superficial sur
face structure representation. For example, a reader con
fronted with a sentence containing a phrase moved by the
stylistic rule of heavy NP shift may not have to incor
porate that phrase into a surface structure representation
in a linear position corresponding to its linear position
in the input lexical string. He or she may be able to in
corporate the phrase directly into its appropriate position
in the S-structure, ready for semantic interpretation. If
in fact the sentence parsing mechanism never computes
a surface structure, but immediately undoes the effect of
stylistic rules, and if it is only parallelism of representa
tion, not facilitation of parsing procedures, that contrib
utes to the parallel structure effect, then there should be
no difference in reading time between the second conjuncts
of the sentences in (3).1 If, on the other hand, surface
structure representations are constructed, and if they are
relevant to the effect of structural parallelism, then the
second conjuncts of the parallel sentences (3a and 3b)
should be read more quickly than the second conjuncts
of the nonparallel sentences (3c and 3d).

The last set of constructions investigated are illustrat
ed in (4) and (5) of Table 1. The structures in (4) are
parallel or nonparallel with respect to the possible thematic
role of the subject noun phrase (Jackendoff, 1972). In (4a),
Jack acts as both agent and theme of roll (cf. Jack rolled
himself down the hill.). In (4b), the rock is simply the
theme of roll. Thematic role is not a part of the constituent
structure of a sentence, so if only constituent structure
is relevant to structural parallelism, or if only decisions
about constituent structure are facilitated by parallelism,
then no effect of parallel thematic roles should be observed
in (4). However, in several analyses, thematic role is a
part of the structural descriptions of sentences at some
level. 2 If this structural description is constructed in nor
mal sentence comprehension, and if the parallelism ef
fect is not limited to cases of temporary ambiguity, then
the effect should be observed with the sentences of (4).

The sentences of (5) were included as controls for the
animate/inanimate dimension that is confounded with
agent/theme in (4). These sentences included animate or
inanimate NPs in nonagent position (e.g., as a second ob
ject or as a theme in syntactic subject position). If the
matic role, but not animacy per se, is relevant to struc
tural parallelism, then a parallel structure effect should
be observed in (4) but not in (5). Ifanimacy per se is rele
vant to structural parallelism, then a parallel structure ef
fect would be expected for both (4) and (5).

METHOD

Materials
Sixty experimental sentences (examples of which appear in Table I,

and all of which appear in the Appendix) were constructed. Each con
sisted of two one- or two-clause conjoined segments. In 12 sentences,
the two conjoined segments were active or passive. In 12 others, the
two segments' verbs either each had a direct object (minimal attach
ment) or a sentence complement (nonminimal attachment). In 12 more,
the two conjoined segments each had a double-object verb, such that
the direct object immediately followed the verb (nonshifted) or occurred
only after the indirect object (shifted). These three groups of 12 sen
tences will be referred to as the "syntactic" constructions, since the
two segments contrasted in a syntactically describable way. In a fourth
group of 12 sentences, the two segments had animate subjects that should
be interpreted as agents or had inanimate subjects that could only be
interpreted as themes. A fifth group of 12 sentences served as a control
for animacy in having either animate or inanimate nouns in nonagen
tive roles (either subject or object position). These last two groups of
12 sentences will be called the "animacy" conditions. Questions were
constructed for 45 of these 60 sentences (e.g., the sentence "John tele
phoned the doctor and his friend telephoned the museum" was followed
by the question "Did John's friend telephone the doctor?"). Some ques
tions were designed to require close reading and involved changes in
thematic roles of entities mentioned in the sentence, substitutions of
closely related words for one another, and the like. To prevent the task
from exhausting the subjects, questions followed only some of the sen
tences.

Four forms of each of these 60 experimental sentences were written.
In two forms (the "parallel" forms), the first and the second segment
appeared in the same construction (e.g., both passive or both active).
In the other two ("nonparallel") forms, the first and the second seg
ment contrasted on the relevant linguistic dimension (e.g., the first seg
ment might have heavy NP shift, and the second not). Thus, the
experimental sentences can be seen as varying in three factors:
(I) sentence construction (active vs. passive, minimal attachment vs.
nonminimal attachment, heavy NP nonshift vs. shift, agent vs. theme,
animate vs. inanimate object); (2) parallel versus nonparallel construc
tion; and (3) form (whether a given segment was the more- or the less
marked sentence construction, where active, minimal attachment, and
nonshifted are assumed to be less marked (i.e., more elementary) for
processing reasons, and the agentive and animate forms are assumed
to be less marked for general cognitive reasons. Experimental evidence
shows that minimal attachment sentences are perceptually less complex
than nonminimal attachment sentences, and that in isolation or in con
texts that do not specifically license them, passives are more complex
than actives (Davison & Lutz, 1981; Frazier, 1979; Frazier & Rayner,
1982). Both in terms of their linguistic description and intuitively, sen
tences with unshifted NPs are less marked than those with shifted NPs.
Several experimental studies have shown that agents and animate nouns
enjoy a special cognitive status; certainly, in language acquisition they
seem to be given a special priority (cf. Hakuta, 1982), and their special
status is reflected in many genetically diverse languages (cf. Comrie,
1979).

An additional 52 filler sentences were constructed, 23 of which had
questions. Each filler sentence was divided into two segments, either



coordinate clauses orclauses ina main-subordinate relationship toeach
other. No filler sentences had the clear parallelism (or violation of
parallelism) present in the 60 experimental sentences. Six more sen
'tences, 4 with questions, were constructed as practice materials.

Subjects
Seventy-two undergraduate volunteers. from psychology courses atthe

University ofMassachusetts served as subjects. One additional subject
was rejected for having excessively long reading times. Each was tested
individually inasingle .5-h session, combined (for some subjects) with
a second experiment onauditory sentence comprehension.

Procedure
After receiving instructions, the subjects were tested ina single block

of6 practice trials and then onthe 112 trials ofthe experiment. Each
trial began with the message "Press Center Button to See Sentence"
presented at the center ofa computer-controlled video screen. When
the subject pressed the central button ona response console, the first
segment ofa sentence appeared centered on the screen. This segment
remained until the subject pressed the response button, at which time
itwas replaced by the second segment ofthe sentence. Depressing the
button removed this segment, which was replaced immediately by aques
tion about the sentence (for the 68 sentences that had questions) orby
the message toinitiate the next trial. The yes/no question was answered
by pressing one oftwo response buttons tothe right and left ofthe cen
tral button. The subject was given an opportunity to rest after every
24 trials.

Each subject was instructed toread each segment asrapidly aspossi
ble, while maintaining the ability toanswer questions very quickly and
accurately. Reading times for each segment, together with question
answering time and accuracy, were recorded.

Eighteen subjects were assigned toeach offour counterbalancing con
ditions, designed such that each experimental sentence occurred equally
often ineach ofthe four experimental conditions (parallel vs. nonparallel
x less-marked vs. more-marked form), and such that each subject
received equal numbers ofsentences ofeach construction ineach ex
perimental condition. A separate randomization of the 112 trials was
generated for each subject.

RESULTS

Mean reading times per word for the sentences in each
experimental condition were calculated for each subject
and for each sentence. The reaction time for each sen
tence segment was divided by the number of words in that
segment, to yield a measure of mean reading time per
word." In calculating these means, trials on which a sub
ject answered a question erroneously were eliminated. Er
rors occurred on 17.6% of the trials on which questions
were presented. Error rate differed by no more than eight
percentage points within any subset of sentences and did
not seem to berelated to reading times (see Table 2). Fur
thermore, including trials on which errors were made did
not change the pattern of results, but did increase error
variance somewhat. Trials on which the mean time per
word was over I sec/word were then eliminated, result
ing in a loss of 3.9 % of the trials. Eighty-seven percent
of these long reading times came from the minimal and
nonminimal attachment sentences, reflecting their tem
porary ambiguity and their resulting ability to mislead sub
jects. These long times were equally distributed between
minimal and nonminimal attachment sentences.

Separate analyses of variance were conducted on the
first three ("syntax") sentence constructions and on the
last two ("animacy") constructions. Preliminary analyses
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Table 2
Mean Reading Time Per Word (in Milliseconds) and

Question-Answering Error Percentages,
Second Segment

Size of
Form of Parallelism

Second Segment Form of First Segment Effect (in msec)
Active Passive

Active 282 (10%) 315 (18%) 33
Passive 248 (13%) 236 (11 %) 12

Minimal Nonminimal
Attachment Attachment

Minimal Attachment 278 (21 %) 283 (25%) 5
Nonminimal Attachment 298 (22%) 275 (22%) 23

Nonshifted Shifted

Nonshifted 260 (17%) 260 (15%) 0
Shifted 277 (15%) 254 (22%) 23

Agent Theme

Agent 245 ( 4%) 261 ( 4%) 16
Theme 263 ( 6%) 249 ( 5%) 14

Animate Inanimate

Animate 266 (13%) 281 (12%) 15
Inanimate 267 (10%) 257 (13%) 10

of variance were conducted using data from both the first
and the second segments of each sentence. Although read
ing times were significantly longer (p < .01 by min F')
for the first segments than for second segments (305 vs.
272 msec/word in the syntax analysis; 321 vs.
261 msec/word in the animacy analysis), no effects of the
parallelism manipulation on first-segment reading times
were found in either analysis, and the segments x
parallelism interactions that justify examining the second
segment data by themselves were significant in both
analyses.

The mean reading times per word in the second seg
ments appear in Table 2. The analysis of the syntax con
structions will be discussed first. The factors in the
analysis were sentence construction (passive/active, non
minimal/minimal attachment, nonshifted/shifted),
parallel/nonparallel form, and tested sentence markedness
(more-marked or less-marked version of a construction).
Separate analyses were conducted to permit generaliza
tion over SUbjects and over items. Subjects read second
segments faster when the segments were parallel in struc
ture to the first segments than when they were nonparallel
[FI(I,71) = 13.72, P < .001, and Fil,33) = 6.96,
p < .02]. The effects of markedness and the sentence
construction X markedness interaction were also signifi
cant in both analyses [FI(I,71) = 15.04, P < .001, and
F2(1,33) =4.61,p < .05,intheformercase;F,(2,142)
= 33.96, P < .001, and F2(2,33) = 7.18, P < .01, in
the latter]. However, as was argued in Footnote I, ef
fects of markedness cannot be interpreted in the present
experiment, because they are confounded with segment
length. The only other effect to reach or approach sig
nificance in both analyses was a most intriguing interac-
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tion among sentence construction, markedness, and
parallelism [Ft(2,142) = 3.95, P < .03; F2(2,33) =
2.57, .05 < P < .10]. This interaction can be seen in
the right-hand column of Table 2, and seems to be due
to a distinct pattern of asymmetries in the parallelism ef
fect across the various constructions. Individual contrasts
indicated that the effect of parallelism was significant for
active second segments; nonminimal attachment second
segments, and heavy NP shifted second segments
(p < .05 in both subjects and items analyses, except in
the case of the items analysis for nonminimal attachment
second sentences, in which the level of significance was
only .10). The parallelism effect did not approach sig
nificance for passive, minimal attachment, or nonshifted
second segments in either analysis. However, simple tests
of the interaction between markedness and parallelism for
each construction type resulted in significance levels of
only .10 in the subjects analysis and in nonsignificance
in the items analysis. Although the experiment was not
designed with sufficient power to investigate the interac
tion among construction type, markedness, and
parallelism in any conclusive fashion, the apparent inter
action is of enough theoretical interest that we will specu
late about its basis in the Discussion.

Subjects also read parallel second segments faster than
nonparallel second segments for the animacy sentences
(agent/theme and animate/inanimate) [Ft(1,71) = 13.21,
P < .001, and F2(l ,22) = 9.07, P < .006]. No other
effect approached significance in both the subjects and
the items analysis, and the theoretically crucial interac
tion between sentence construction and parallelism was
thoroughly nonsignificant [Ft(1,71) = 0.09 and F2(l ,22)
= 0.01]. Although reading times appeared to be slower
for the animate/inanimate segments than for the
agent/theme segments in the subjects analysis [Ft(1,71)
= 11.35, P < .002], the difference must have been due
to a deviant subset of sentences, since it did not reach sig
nificance in the items analysis [F2(l ,22) = 2.27,
P > .10].

DISCUSSION

The most striking aspect of these findings is the perva
siveness of the basic parallel structure effect. Effects of
parallel structure were found within each construction type
tested. This generality indicates that the first mechanism
we considered, namely, that parallel structure effects
would be found in cases in which a preceding structure
could bias the decision at a point of temporary ambiguity,
is not the only source of the parallelism effect. Had such
a mechanism been the only one, we would have found
a parallelism effect only in the minimal versus nonminimal
attachment sentences, since they were the only ones with
a clear temporary ambiguity. Even more generally, our
findings rule out the very plausible hypothesis that parallel
structure effects would be due only to a speeding up of,
or change in the priority of, particular parsing routines.
If that hypothesis had been correct, then facilitation would

have been expected only when the structure involved had
some bearing on an actual parsing decision (e.g., crea
tion of phrase structure, assignment of syntactic role), but
not when the animacy of noun phrases was the only basis
of parallelism.

One possible conclusion to draw from the data is that,
when a person has just completed constructing a represen
tation of part of a sentence, fewer cognitive demands will
be made by constructing and storing the representation
of the remaining part of the sentence to the extent that
the representations share common features. The features
of the representations may beprimed, and thus made more
quickly available, or parallelism between the representa
tions could be noted and used to reduce the effective
memory demands, speeding all aspects of processing. An
important question under this conclusion is to determine
whether any linguistic characteristics of sentences fail to
serve as the basis of a parallelism effect. Identifying such
a characteristic would indicate a limit on what is contained
in the mental representation of a sentence.

An alternative conclusion to draw from the data is that
several distinct mechanisms or sources operate to create
the parallel structure effect. The interaction among sen
tence construction, sentence form, and parallelism (sig
nificant by subjects, marginally significant by items) gives
some credence to this conclusion. Although the experi
ment was not specifically designed to study this interac
tion, as indicated earlier, the interaction is of sufficient
potential importance to warrant devoting some discus
sion to its possible interpretations. Consider first the
minimal/nonrninimal attachment constructions. A signifi
cant parallelism effect was observed for the marked non
minimal attachment sentence form (e.g., "The spy saw
the man with the umbrella poison Harold"), but little or
no effect was observed for the unmarked form (' 'The spy
saw the man with the umbrella"). Normally, comprehen
sion of a nonminimal attachment sentence is hampered
by the reader's tendency to first assign a minimal attach
ment analysis to it, with the consequent need to reana
lyze the sentence (Frazier, 1979; Frazier & Rayner,
1982). The parallelism effect may operate in the
minimal/nonrninimal attachment sentences by preventing
such "garden paths" in nonrninimal attachment clauses,
while not inducing them in minimal attachment clauses.
Having just read, misanalyzed, and reanalyzed a non
minimal attachment clause as the first of two apparently
parallel conjuncts, a reader may delay making a decision
at the point of structural ambiguity in the second conjunct
or may construct both possible analyses of the ambigu
ous segment rather than accepting the first analysis he or
she arrives at (Frazier'& Fodor, 1978). In either case,
the reader will not be garden-pathed by a nonminimal at
tachment clause that follows another such clause in a coor
dinate construction. Its difficulty will therefore beless than
when it follows a minimal attachment clause. (This reduc
tion in difficulty would be partly offset by costs of delay
ing or duplicating analyses. However, we assume that
these are minimal, when contrasted with the costs of



garden paths.) Effects on minimal attachment second con
juncts will be small, since delaying or duplicating anal
yses will not induce garden paths in them.

Consider next the heavy NP shift sentences, for which
a parallelism effect was found only for the marked shifted
second segments. This effect cannot readily be explained
in the same fashion as the minimal attachment sentences.
There is no temporary ambiguity in the syntactic analy
sis of these sentences, so no misanalysis could have been
prevented by the prior occurrence of the marked sentence
form. However, the asymmetry in the size of the paral
lelism effect for these sentences is naturally explained on
the assumption that the processor, to shortcut its process
ing of the second conjunct, uses the information that coor
dinate structures tend to be parallel. When the processor
has just encountered a clause with a shifted noun phrase
(e.g., "Reagan sent to his supporters many pleas for
funds") and has "returned" it to its unshifted (S-structure)
position ("Reagan sent many pleas for funds to to his sup
porters"), the processor apparently need not bother con
structing a surface structure representation of the second
conjunct. Instead, it may construct an S-structure with the
shifted noun phrase in its appropriate S-structure position
immediately upon encountering the shifted noun phrase
in the second conjunct. When an unshifted noun phrase
occurs in the second conjunct, it will make no difference
at all whether the preceding clause concontained a shifted
or unshifted noun phrase, since the processor will be left
with exactly the same representation (equivalent to the S
structure configuration) in either case.

In contrast to the attachment and heavy NP sentences,
the active versus passive sentences showed a significant
difference between parallel and nonparallel conditions
only when the unmarked (active) form occurred in the
second conjunct. We think that the complexity of the non
parallel sentences with a passive clause followed by an
active clause is due to the discourse role of the passive
(cf. Anisfeld & Klenbort, 1973). The passive sentence
provides an explicit syntactic marker of the topic
(Davison, 1984; Davison & Lutz, 1981), whereas an ac
tive sentence does not. The passive, therefore, will most
likely be used in a discourse context in which the theme
(or conceptual object) of the sentence is the topic of the
discourse. Since our active/passive sentences have a con
ceptual parallelism, any discourse context that licenses
the speaker to mark the topic of the first conjunct explicitly
will likely be one that licenses the topic of the second con
junct to be marked also. On the other hand, an initial ac
tive segment forces no commitment about the topic of
conversation, thus leaving the voice of the second seg
ment unconstrained.

Although this specific suggestion is hardly more than
a restatement of the facts, a generalization of it is possi
ble. Nonparallel coordinate structures containing explicitly
topic-marking structures should generally have the un
marked construction preceding the marked construction,
rather than vice versa. For example,
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(3a) A fly was in my soup and there was an ant crawling in Harry's
potato salad.

should be preferred to

(3b)There was a fly in my soup and an ant was crawling in Harry's
potato salad.

if existential there sentences are constructions that explicit
ly mark topics. Our intuitions indicate that this is so.

We cannot fully resolve whether the parallelism effect
we have identified reflects a totally general increase in
the availability of all relevant aspects of the structural
representations of sentences or (additionally or alterna
tively) reflects a variety of quite distinct and specific
mechanisms. The former interpretation suggests interest
ing ways of determining what aspects of sentencesare con
tained in their mental representations. The latter
interpretation is attractive because it provides a means for
examining detailed questions about sentence processing
mechanisms, permitting us to distinguish between effects
of the processor's decision procedures and effects due
directly to the representations that have been constructed.
It also promises to reveal subtle effects of the order of
topic-marking and topic-free constructions. Under either
interpretation, the observed parallelism effects provide
some new information about the processes of sentence
comprehension-for example, that surface structures as
well as S-structures are typically created in the process
of comprehending a sentence-and they provide a new
method for probing these processes.
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NOTES

1. It is possible to analyze some of the heavy NP shift sentenceswe
used as temporarily ambiguous, between a transitive and an intransi
tive reading of the verb (as in "Mary wrote to her mother a long
note ..."), However, this is not a temporary ambiguitywhose reso
lution could be affected by the form of the first conjunct used in our
sentences, since in all cases, they contained only transitive verbs.

2. The theta criterion proposedby Chomsky (1981)claims that only
a single thematic role may be assigned to each argument of a verb. In
this framework, the intransitive verb rollwouldsyntactically assignonly
the role of theme to its subject; the fact that Jack in (4a) of Table 1
also servesas agentwouldinvolvea pragmaticinference.Alternatively,
one might weaken the theta criterion to specify that a single thematic
role may not be assigned to more than one argument (cf. Chierchia,

1983). Until this issue is resolved, the level of grammaticalrepresenta
tion at whichthe sentencesin (4c) and (4d) involvenonparallelthemat
ic representations will remain indeterminate.

3. Aspointedoutby a reviewer,the rnean-reading-time-per-word mea
sure overestimatestrue reading speed for long segments, becauseeach
segmenthas associatedwith it some constanttime for registration, but
tonpressing, etc., and becauseour longsegments tendto havemore short
functionwords in them than our short segmentsdo. Total reading time
per segment, on the other hand, underestimatesreading speed for long
segments,simplybecausethese segmentsdo have more words in them.
Someintermediate measureof the relative difficulty of reading our differ
ent sentence constructionswould be-desirable, However, the obvious
candidate, the deviationsfrom reading timespredictedas a linear func
tion of sentencelength, requires making the assumptionthat the effects
of our paral1elism manipulation are additivewithsentencelength, which
is clearly not justified.

The only consequence of this problemis that we cannotdirectlycom
pare readingspeedsfor constructionsof different lengths, for example,
active and passive or minimal and nonminimal attachment. Since the
purposeof our experimentwas to compare the reading speedsfor a sin
gle segment when it followed two different kinds of segments, this
problem is immaterial. Nonetheless, we did analyses on total reading
times as well as on reading times per word, and aside from the fmding
of significantly longer readingtimesfor passivethan for activesegments
(2,042 vs. 1,863 msec) and for nominimal than for minimal attachment
segments (2,894vs. 2,399 msec), the resultswere completely congruent
with the analyses reported.

Appendix
Sentences Used in the Experiment

John was hit by the tall gangsterIThe tall gangster hit John#and Sam was hit by the short thug. land the short thug hit Sam.#(l 1

Peter was visited by his mother.His mother visited Peter#and Mary was visited by her father. land her father visited Mary.#(l 2

The princess was kissedby the princeIThe prince kissedthe princess#andthe queen was huggedby the king. landthe king hugged the queen.#(l 3

The script was written by a best-sellingauthorla best-sellingauthor wrote the script#and the music was composed by a famous composer.land
a famous composer composed the music.#(l 4

The villain was hurt by the falling sceneryIThe falling scenery hurt the villain#andthe dancers were disturbed by all the noiseIand all the noise
disturbed the dancers.#(1 5

The film was seen by millionsIMillions saw the film#and the book was sold by many book stores. land many book stores sold the book.#(1 6

The father was sent a note by the teacherl'Ihe teacher sent the father a note#and the boy was whipped by the headmaster.land the headmaster
whipped the boy.#(1 7

The dining room was painted by Johnjlohn painted the dining room#and the living room was painted by Joanna.land Joanna painted the living
room.#(18

The main course was cooked by the adultsj'Fhe adults cooked the main course#and the dessert was prepared by the kids. land the kids prepared
the dessert.#(1 9

The restaurant was opened by a rich TexanlA rich Texan opened the restaurant#andthe adjoining book store was opened by a local hippie.land
a local hippie opened the adjoining book store.#(l 10

The book was written by a famous authorlA famous author wrote the book#and the screenplay was written by an obscure English teacher.land
an obscure English teacher wrote the screenplay.#(l 11

The car body was designed by the head engineerIThe head engineer designed the car body#and the engine was designed by his assistant.land
his assistant designed the engine.#(l 12

John attributed to arson the fire that started in the bamIJohn attributed the fire that started in the bam to arson#and Sue attributed to sabotage
the bombing of the mayor's garage. land Sue attributed the bombing of the mayor's garage to sabotage.#(2 13

My sister contributed to a bake sale a huge meringue pielMy sister contributed a huge meringue pie to a bake sale#and my brother contributed
to a car wash two sponges and pails.land my brother contributed two sponges and pails to a car wash.#(2 14

John gave to his friends lots of copies of old cartoonsIJohn gave lots of copies of old cartoons to his friends#and Steve sent to his pals some
oldissues of Science. land Steve sent some old issues of Science to his pals.#(2 15

Mary wrote to her mother a long note about her predicamentlMary wrote a long note about her predicament to her mother#and Sue wired to
her father a telegram requesting more money.land Sue wired a telegram requesting more money to her father.#(2 16

Paul told to his teacher some tale about why he was lateIPaul told some tale about why he was late to his teacher#and Sue told to her teacher
a lie about why she missed the test. land Sue told a lie about why she missed the test to her teacher.#(2 17
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A soldier showed to his friends the wounds he received in battletA soldier showed the wounds he received in battle to his friends#and they dis
played to the kids all the medals he'd won. land they displayed all the medals he'd won to the kids.#(2 18

John bought for his kids as many pancakes as they could eatllohn bought as many pancakes as they could eat for his kids#and Mary made her
son the largest omelette he'd ever seen. land Mary made the largest omelette he'd ever seen for her son.#(2 19

Tom made for the piazza a huge marble statue of the popej'Tom made a huge statue of the pope for the piazza#and Lisa designed for the entrance
an imposing columned staircase. land Lisa designed an imposing columned staircase for the entrance.#(2 20

Mary hid in the closet as many gifts as she could fitlMary hid as many gifts as she could fit in the closet#and Peter stuffed into the stockings
all the candy he could find. land Peter stuffed all the candy he could find into the stockings.H(2 21

Reagan sent to his supporters many pleas for funds IReagan sent many pleas for funds to his supportersHand the Democrats sent to Congress
an indictment of such practices. land the Democrats sent an indictment of such practices to Congress.H(2 22

The boss read to the newcomers the affirmative action lawlThe boss read the affirmative action law to the newcomers#and the lawyer read to
them the rules about false advertising. land the lawyer read the rules about false advertising to them.H(2 23

Grandmother gave to my sisters all the family heirloomslflrandrnother gave all the family heirlooms to by sistersHand grandfather gave to my
brothers some valuable land in Texas. land grandfather gave some valuable land in Texas to my brothers.H(2 24

Jim believed all Tom's stories were literally truellim believed all Tom's storiesHand Sue believed Jim's stories were fictitious. land Sue believed
Jim's stories.#(3 25

The explorer knew the route to the Pacific Coast was difficultj'The explorer knew the route to the Pacific CoastHand his guides knew the route
to South America was treacherous. land his guides knew the route to South America.H(3 26

Sally found out the solution to the physics problem was easy ISally found out the solution to the physics problem#and Ervin found out the solution
to the math problem was trivial. land Ervin found out the solution to the math problem.H(3 27

Johnny discovered the old basketball in the garage was deflatedllohnny discovered the old basketball in the garagesand his mother discovered
the rotting volleyball net was tom. land his mother discovered the rotting volleyball net.H(3 28

The newspaper reported atrocities in Asia were overj'Ihe newspaper reported atrocities in AsiaHand Amnesty International reported increased
torture of prisoners in West Africa. land Amnesty International reported increased torture of prisoners.H(3 29

Tim guessed the terrorists' meeting place was in New Yorkj'I'irn guessed the terrorists' meeting place#and the inspector guessed the location
of their secret press was in Vermont. Iand the inspector guessed the location of their secret press. H(3 30

Friends in Washington heard the news about Reagan was true IFriends in Washington heard the news about ReaganHand other friends heard the
rumor about the Russian defectors was true. land other friends heard the rumor about the Russian defectors.H(3 31

The spy saw the man with the strange umbrella poison HaroldlThe spy saw the man with the strange umbrella#and the cop only saw the beautiful
woman at the newsstand faint. land the cop only saw the beautiful woman at the newsstand.H(3 32

Developers watched the construction of the skyscraper continue IDevelopers watched the construction of the skyscraperHand the bankers watched
the decay of nearby neighborhoods speed up. land the bankers watched the decay of nearby neighborhoods.H(3 33

The skiers felt the strong winds die downl'The skiers felt the strong windsHand the instructor felt the rapidly dropping temperature stabilize. land
the instructor felt the rapidly dropping temperature. H(3 34

The museum guide was signalling the girls should leavel'The museum guide was signalling the girlsHand the security guard was signalling the
guide should hurry . land the security guard was signalling the guide.H(3 35

The clever boy realized the truth about the planet's age was not well understood IThe clever boy realized the truth about the planet's ageHand
he realized the implications of this were gruesome. land he realized the implications of this.H(3 36

Jack rolled down the hilllThe rock rolled down the hillHand George did too. land the bucket did too.H(4 37

The herons flew over the Atlanticl'I'he airplane flew over the AtlanticHand the gulls did too. land the satellite did too.H(4 38

Nancy raced to the finish linej'The car raced to the finish lineHand Tom did too. land the motorcycle did too.#(4 39

Bob floated down the riverl'Ihe log floated down the riversand Carol did too. land the raft did too.H(4 40

The kids crashed into the wallIThe car crashed into the wallHand the adults did too. land the truck did too.H(4 41

The saxophonist played softlytThe saxophone played softlyHand the violinist did too. land the violin did too.H(4 42

The bird hopped across the waterl'I'he pebble hopped across the waterHand the duck did too. land the stick did too.H(4 43

Sally climbed to the topjThe prices climbed to the topHand John did too. land the Dow Jones Index did too.#(4 44

The guests moved towards the windowl'I'he piano moved towards the window#and the hostess did too. land the dining room table did too.#(4 45

The beetle inched towards the fenceIThe compost pile inched towards the fence#and the turtle did too. land the cucumber plants did too.H(4 46

The pilot landed on Macy's roof[The large red kite landed on Macy's roofHand the pigeons did too. land the balloons did too.H(4 47

Your mother arrived last Mondayj Your letter arrived last MondayHand my uncle did too. land the packages did too.#(4 48

John telephoned the doctorjlohn telephoned the libraryHand his friend telephoned the lawyer. land his friend telephoned the museum.H(5 49

George stared at the reckless driverl'George stared at the accident#and Jane looked at him. land Jane looked at the sky.#(5 50

Tommy kicked his brotherl'I'ommy kicked the lamppostHand Jane kicked the neighbor. land Jane kicked the fence.#(5 51

The students liked the teachersl The students liked the textbookssand their parents liked the principal. land their parents liked the films.#(5 52
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Haroldblamedthe trafficcop[Haroldblamedthe bumpyroad#andhis wife blamedthe slowdrivers.landhis wife blamedthe bad weather.#(5 53

The businessmen always discussed thepoliticiansIThe businessmen always discussed theeconomy#and the lawyersalways discussed thejudges.land
the lawyers always discussed the legal system.#(5 54

The grocer received some strange packagesl'Ihe warehouse receivedsome strange packages#and the tailor did too.land the shippinghouse did
too.#(555

My aunt survivedthe radical change in conditionslMyviolets survivedthe radical change in conditions#and Henry did too.land the orchids did
too.#(5 56

Karen underwent a lot of changesj'I'ne hospital underwent a lot of changes#and Sally did too.land the pharmacy did too.#(5 57

Somehow the scientists withstood the severeweatherISomehow the flowergardenwithstood the severeweather#and the newsreportersdidtoo.land
the vegetable garden did too.#(5 58

The old doctor seemedto shrivel in winterfThe old oak seemedto shrivel in winter#andmy relativesdid too.landmy rose bushesdid too.#(5 59

The animals played on the grassl'Ihe sun played on the grass#and the children did too.land the breeze did too.#(5 60

Note-The symbol Idividesthe alternate forms of a pair ofstructural forms, and the symbol# demarcates the conjuncts as they werepresented
in the experiment. Thefinal numberis the sentence number. and the numberbeforethat is the conditions number, where 1 = passivevs. active,
2 = heavy NP shifted vs. unshifted, 3 = nonminimal vs. minimal attachment, 4 = agent vs. theme, and 5 = animate vs. inanimate.
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